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Yulctidc Greetings From President Stuart And The Echo Staff
President Stuart's
Christmas Message

Wishing you a Merry Christmas

Pre.Christmas
Chapel Program
Pleases Students

Dr. Ayres Leads
Education Meeting
The Fall meeting of the Asso
ciation of Teachers of Religion
in the Colleges and Universities
of Indiana was called by Dr.
B. W. Ayres, the President, for
Saturday, November 30, at Butler
University School of Religion, In
dianapolis. The session was
marked by an unusually large
attendance and the keenest in
terest. The program committee
had extended a special invita
tion to Dr. J. A. Huffman to give
one of his well-known illustrated
lectures on archaeology. As a
member of an archaeological ex
pedition, the lecturer detailed
the meaning and implications of
his Palestinian excavations. He
told of the importance of arch
aeological investigation.

Wouldn't it be wonderful if
Christmas could continue the
whole year? How delightful it is!
Everyone seems kinder and more
considerate during this season.
Is there any reason why this
blessed Christmas spirit could
not be continued in our hearts
and practiced in our relation
ships with each other? If Christ
means what we say he does to
us, and if He came to bring joy,
not only joy, but fullness of joy,
why not take the giver of all of
these priceless gifts with us ev
ery step of the way? To do this,
one will need to enthrone Him
in his heart, and if He has right
of way these beautiful graces
will flow naturally out of the
heart life.
So my wish for you of our
staff and student body and for
our parents and friends is that
the Christ himself may be at the
center of each life. If this is true,
the year of 1941 will be a victori
ous one.
The Psalmist says, "Whoso
offereth praise glorifieth me."
How often we have forgotten to
praise God. We have forgotten
to say the kind word to our fam
ily and friends, but let this be
one of our New Year's resolu
tions, to praise God for the bless
ings of life which He has given
us. Let us pledge Him that we
will be offering praise in every
circumstance of life, for no one
knows what this new year is
going to bring forth. We may be
tested, nevertheless, the founda
tion of God standeth sure.
I want to give you a word from
J. Hudson Taylor which has
meant much to me. He entitles
it "Blessing." This is the word:
"God's work done in God's way
and in God's time, will never
lack for God's blessing." I want
to claim this for you and for
Tavlor University for the year
1941.
—Robert Lee Stuart

Three School Chorus Presents
Messiah At Manchester College
Tonight at 7:30, the T. U.
Mixed Chorus will present Han
del's MESSIAH in Shreiner Audi
torium under the direction of
Prof. Raymond Ivreiner and ac
companied by Miss Elisabeth
Roane at the organ. The soloists
will be: Soprano, Mrs. Raymond
Kreiner; alto, Miss Margaret
Hyde; and tenor, Prof. Raymond
Kreiner. The chorus "All We
Like Sheep" and the "Amen
Chorus" will be sung for the first
time at Taylor.
Taylor'-s Mixed Chorus was
highly honored Sunday, Decem15, when they joined with Man
chester College and Goshen Col
Prof. R. F. Kreiner
lege to present the MESSIAH to
an audience of 1,700 at Manches reputation for getting lost on
ter College. The presentation the way to Manchester and on
was under the direction of Dan-' the way home. After a two-andiel W. Boyer and W. David Koile, [
a-half-hour rehearsal, everyone
with the North Manchester Civic welcomed refreshments and a
Symphony and Organist Max Al-| period of relaxation in the recre
len accompanying the chorus. I ation hall.
The soloists were: Soprano, Mrs.
During the evening program,
Earl Bucher; alto, Ellen Lai,
recordings were made of the
tenor, Robert Burk; and bass,
"Surely Chorus" and the "Halle
James Johnson.
lujah Chorus." The Mixed Cho
The Taylor "Nightengales" rus takes this opportunity to
reached Manchester at two. thank Prof. Kreiner and Man
Of course, Warne, Holcombe chester College for making this
and "Abe" Lyman upheld their trip possible.

Taylor students have enjoyed
the recent well-planned, inter
esting, and instructive chapel
programs. On Tuesday, Decem
ber 3, Dr. Oborn became philosoopher and prophet as he told
about various phases of con
science. He stressed the idea of
right and wrong, and pointed out
some oddities in beliefs. Each
student listened intently, re
membering unread collateral re
ports and various other "voices
of the past."
Dr. Musgrave's address on
Wednesday morning emphasized
The Play Production Class pre
the power of communication. He
sented its first play of the cur
introduced his talk by saying,
rent college year, when a one
"My talk will have to be like a
act Christmas play entitled
freight train — I shall have to
"Empty Room" by Dorothy Wil
With Dr. Ayres as president,
stop and unhook at 10 o'clock the Association is having one of
son, was brought to life before
whether I am on the main line the best years of its existence,
a large audience in Shreiner
or a siding." In his address, Dr. and Taylor University always
Auditorium last Friday at eight
Musgrave stated that communi has had acknowledged leadero'clock.
cation brought about a spirit of | ship from year to year.
The play portrayed the story
commonness and unity among
of the birth of Christ. It related
Besides
Drs.
Ayres
and
Huff
men. Communication requires
the incident of the innkeeper reaccurate media, ideas, and pur man, other Taylor members are
Dr.
Charbonnier
and
Dean
Foust.
(Continued on Page 4)
poses which in turn inspire men
to become effective. His final
statement, "He most lives who
thinks most, sees noblest, and
"Pete," Campus Co-ordinator Tells How He Does It
acts best," proved to us that he
had not left us on a siding, but
by LYLE RUSSELL
just like Santa — "the Sunday me swell — always very patient
had hooked us onto the main
after Hallowe'en when I went to and never a cross word." That
track.
"My work?" He wet his ring the bell for vesper service, may be partly due to the fact
A tour of religions awaited lips with his tongue and grinned the fool thing didn't ring. I that Pete is always on the job
chapel attenders Thursday, De broadly. "Well, I guess I just found a ladder and went up in with a smile. "It cuts in on my
cember 5, as Miss Foust took do everything nobody else does." the bell tower to see what was school work a little, but not as
us through seven living religions He chuckled and went on. "Of wrong and somebody had taken much as it might. I've had a
in New York City. We were course, I have regular work, too. the clapper off. I hunted around bit of trouble with German the
amazed at the vast number of It takes me about an hour every and found it and the bell was last three semesters, but that's
followers of various beliefs and morning to unlock all the doors rung!" Evidently he had gotten not any reflection on Prof. Fenswere stirred by the ignorance of in buildings and another hour a "kick out of it."
termacher!" He laughed heart
many who blindly sought a god, every evening to lock them again.
"Wasn't it hard on your ears, ilyrealizing that each one lacked Mostly, though I'm the man Pete?"
"My pet gripe? Well, I
something — never coming in who's called in an emergency —
"Gosh, no; I filled them with shouldn't have one, but it does
kinda the 'key' man, you might Kleenex and it didn't bother me bother me to get called out of
contact with the true God.
Friday morning, a rare treat say."
a bit. I really had the rhythm bed early Sunday morning to
awaited students and faculty as
"Pete" tilted back in his chair that night, too. I'll bet Jake get a hat out of the music hall so
they congregated for their devo and teetered back and forth. His would have been jealous if he someone can wear it on gospel
tions. Miss Bothwell directed us pale blue eyes suddenly started had known that I was beating team. I like to sleep till it's time
in the singing of carols, hymns twinkling and he wet his lips the bell by hand. The bell had for church. That's the only time
of praise, prayer, worship, and before he opened up again. "I to ring — communion was being things like that bother me."
descants. To each of us the mes sure have some queer jobs. Re held in the chapel room.
"Pete, Pete Traum-m-m-msages in song became more mean member last spring when some
"I like my work this year — I bauer!" bellowed a voice from
ingful as the story of how the body put some kind of a don't have any of the plumbing [ some floor below, "Mrs. Hurd
hymn came to be written was flag or something up near the or electrical work to do except wants you."
told. The entire chapel service tower of the Ad building? I when something floods — like j "O.K.," he yelled back. He
was devoted to music, and it was had to climb up on the roof and the fountain about a week ago withdrew his head from the door
a period of great joy, devotion, take it down. Boy, that was a — or Don "Li'l Abner" Yokum j way and grinned again, "You
and inspiration. Miss Burden long way up! This year I had and "Fairie" are out walking and know, Lucille says she has a real
sang one selection which per another new job, knocking ice somebody blows a fuse. That's sense of humor. The only reason
tained to Christmas, and this was off trees! Sounds silly — but it not often, — only two nights a "Mom" Hurd calls me on Friday
also deeply appreciated.
had to be done and immediately, week.
night is to aggravate me." He
Everyone has enjoyed these too. Oh, yes," he chuckled
"People are certainly good to chuckled and murmured, "But
fine pre-Christmas programs. heartily and his eyes twinkled me — it would be hard work she's a peach — she sure is."
They have been a fitting intro merrily — if he had had an if they weren't. Mr. Witmer and
"Who is, Lucille or Mom?"
duction to the Yule season.
"avoirdupois" he'd have shook the Deans and everybody treat
(Continued on Page 4)

Christmas Play
By Speech Group

Skating Party With
Many a Merry Spill
By Upper Classmen
No, we didn't have an earth
quake on Saturday night, De
cember 7. Those reverberations
you heard came from the Idyl
Wyld skating rink where the
Juniors and Seniors of Taylor
University were having a skat
ing party.
It's a good thing that only the
upperclassmen attended the
party since there's a certain
amount of dignity that must be
preserved by these classes. It's
hard to look anything but silly
when one is sitting flat on the
floor while everyone else is skat
ing.
But to begin at the beginning
— we left the dorm about 7:45
p.m. under the capable direction
of Irwin Vincent. He insists
that he lost several nights' sleep
planning the transportation, but
that's all right, just so he doesn't
lose any more hair.
In a very short time, we were
being fitted with skates. Ernie
Lee must have telephoned ahead
because they had a pair of skates
big enough to fit him.
Finally we began to skate —
at least some of the crowd did.
The rest of us tried to learn the
secret of keeping slippery skates
in contact with a still more slip
pery floor. It was then that you
heard those crashes that made
you think that there was an
earthquake. The loudest and
most frequent crashes were those
of Melva, not Barney, hitting the
floor. We are glad to report that
Barney showed much improve
ment in his ability to remain on
his feet even though he hasn't
yet acquired the grace of Mrs.
McKee or Peggy Hyde.
Those who have been advo
cating that the "fruit basket" be
upset should have been at that
party. Everyone skated with ev(Continued on Page 4)
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HE LIVES
Found: One casket!
It was a beautiful casket. It
was easy to see that no poor
man had been laid therein. This
coffin was made with all man
ner of costly metals. In it was
found the dust of Genghis Khan.
Immediately we start to won
der. Who was Genghis Khan?
Have I ever heard that name hefore? No, I guess he was just
another rich man whose casket had been recov
ered and, thus, we were reminded of another age.
That is not so. He was a great military con
queror. He had one of the greatest empires of all
times. Khan ravaged lands and killed many people.
His only peace was made either on his own terms or
else on the basis of the sword. When this man
lived he was feared as few men have been
feared. He was hated as few have been hated.
He was admired as few have been admired.
Yet toda3 r in "the land of men," this name is
practically forgotten.
There is a man whose name does live. It did
not take the discovery of some casket to bring the
history of this man to light. He has been known
down through the ages even though he lived elev
en centuries before Khan lived.
"His life was a life of peace. He scorned to
build a political empire through violence. Yet,
his life was a life of war. He fought relentlessly
against the enemies of man; Lust, Greed, Murder,
Pride, and Lies. He won the hearts of men and
women to lay the foundation of a world wide spir
itual union."
He was not rich. Born in a manger and bur
ied in a borrowed tomb he, nevertheless, has more
followers today, twenty centuries after his death
and resurrection, than Khan had at the time when
he ruled his great empire.
He healed, he did not kill; he loved, he did not
hate; he could not rejoice at the poor in their con
dition; he loved the world so much that he died
for it.
This man Jesus Christ is alive today. He rules
a great many people at this time.
"Who is Jesus Christ?"
"The day will never come when the answer
lo that question will not spring spontaneously
from the lives of millions" who wait his secondcoming with a hope that purifies.
He came twenty centuries ago. At this season
we celebrate his birth, and cry with the sages of
all time: "Even come quickly again, Lord Jesus."

1941
A new year is about to start,
and many will be making New
Year's Resolutions. There is one
thing that the people in this land
must remember to do. That is,
don't be dogmatic. It is so easy
to think that you are right anil
the rest of the world is wrong.
Most of the people in the world,
it is sad to say, are like the five
blind men who went to see the
elephant.
One felt his leg and said "My, the elephant
is like a tree trunk."
Another felt his side and said "No, the ele
phant is like the side of a wall."
The third was convinced, because he felt the
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tail, that the animal was like a rope, and the
fourth after feeling the curling trunk, swore up
and down that the great beast was like a snake.
The last felt the tusk and said "You are all
crazy. The elephant is like a spear."
Now, all these were correct in their conclu
What ho, tubby! Avast you
sions. The trouble was they had not assembled
lubber, I mean lubber. It was
all the facts together correctly.
so kind of you to fill in for me.
As the new year starts, let's draw correct
I don't imagine
conclusions. To do this there must be the atti
you had much
tude of willingness to examine all the factors in
trouble covering
every question. If that is done, the picture of all
the breadth of
facts will be clear and concise.
things but then
* T."i' .r.^ when it comes to
j j l v e r a r a jjie h e i g h t of
' "
things — hm, that
is where I take
over. So we will
train our most
critical eyes from
the horizontal to
the vertical and
Dear Santa Claus, please bring to us.
try to hit a few
And folks of every land,
high points of
The rarest gift you've ever brought —
campus personal
I think you understand.
ities.
It is not wealth, not power, nor fame,
It has been inNor ships on seven seas;
t e r e s t i n g to
It is not stately buildings , . . no,
watch the pro
We have enough of these.
gress of the Bar
ney - Armstrong
It is not guns nor bayonets,
combination. Just when it looked
Nor mighty submarines;
i like "Roweener" had E. Martin,
It is not bombers for the air,
j too. Ethel is so sympathetic and
Nor powerful gas machines.
j such a willing listener to Bar
The thing we want is simple, quite.
ney's blowing. There's just one
But means our soul's release . . .
question we would like to ask
We're asking that you bring to us
Martin.
The priceless gift of PEACE.
It could be that he's just such
a swell fellow he cannot stand to
—Agnes Just Reid
see some girls alone, but it rather
* * * *
seems more evident that his fath
THE MANGER BABE
ering nature is coming to the
(" . . . and become as little children . . . ")
front.
Out to the barn on early snowclad morn
I do not think I will ever meet
I went lightly through mist and shrouded trees
all of these Freshmen. Who is
Watching the darkling clouds dispersed and torn
To frame the morning light upon her knees.
this "Wilbur" Davison?
1 seemed to hear the guns across the way
After Tuesday night we would
Booming the message of a world uptorn;
suggest that Givi start training
I seemed to see them kill and hear them say,
to be a jockey, but we also sug
"What chance for life have you? Why were you born?"
Great was the fear within my mind and heart
gest he iet someone else pick his
Not at the voice but of my empty soul.
mount for him.
Into the barn to do my work, apart
Slim would like to send orchids
I went upon my knees — and was made whole;
to Earl Butz. He does not let a
For there He lay, cooing His baby charms,
I took Him up and held Him in my arms.
little thing like a broken ankle
—Charles Read
get him down, but he is smiling,
sticking out his chin, and show
ing he can take it.

£lim

ez...

VERSE VARIETIES
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ALUMNI
SNACKS
Miss Nellie Blake of the class
of '39, teaches French, home ec
onomics, history, and physical
education at Unionville, Ohio,
where she also supervises the li
brary and school cafeteria.
Miss Irene Caiman '37, will
become the bride of Mr. Gorden
Herman, class of '35, on the 21st
day of December.
Mr. Alfred Anderson, former
member of the class of '41, is
attending law school at Youngstown, Ohio. His credits from
Taylor were accepted at full
value by the Supreme Court of
Ohio.
Mr. Maurice Beery '39, is the
pastor of a Methodist church at
Maxwell, Indiana, and during
his spare time works on his mas
ter's degree at Butler University.
Mr. Donald Barnes also of the
class of '39, goes to Garrett Sem
inary and still retains his pas
torate. His wife, the former Hope
Wiggins, does most of the car
rying on for him.
Rev. Vere Walford and Jessie
Abbey arrived in Upland Decem
ber 10th to attend the golden
wedding anniversary of Vere's
parents. They have been serv
ing as General Secretaries of the
Christian Endeavor Societies of
India, Burma, and Ceylon since
1929. In 1920 they first went
to Burma under the Methodist
board. They sailed from India
on the 10th of October expecting
to be home for Thanksgiving, but
owing to difficulties of war travel
they did not arrive in Portland,
Oregon, until the 7th of Decem
ber.
To all Taylor Alumni every
where: "We wish you a very
merry Christmas and a blessed
New Year."

You can always spot a Christmas tie, and the sooner
you spot it the better.
*

*

*

*

While hitch-hiking home one mockery were such the case!
The presence of sin, blightir
sin, and its companion deatl
origin and significance of Christ parasitically and inseparably a
mas. When we separated, sev ta.ched to man, is the cause <
eral questions lingered in my Christ's coming to Bethlehem.
mind, as, what is the real cause
But what is the cause of si
of Christmas? Am I personally and death? We find the gatewa
feeling the full significance of it? by which these entered the hi
"Well," you say, "anyone man- race in Romans 5:12 — "E
knows that the birth of Christ is one man sin entered into tl
the real cause of this great world, and death by sin . . .
event."
The tempter in the garde
True enough as far as the brought sin to man, and lie too
statement goes, but I wonder if it. However, to reach the re:
we can't go a bit farther? I think cause of sin, we would have I
a surprising conclusion may be trace it back to the time i
reached.
Heaven when Lucifer defied Goi
We celebrate Christmas as the Satan's behavior was sin, and i
birthday of Christ. But why was this sense, he is the cause of i
Christ born? Even the most
Without Satan there woul
skeptical cannot classify the vir have been no sin; without sii
gin birth which was accom man would not have fallen; ha
panied by such unusual happen man not fallen, Christ need ne 1
ings as mere chance! And any er have come; and without tl
one familiar with the Bible is ac birth of Christ there would I
quainted with the Divine plan no Christmas. Therefore w
which brought the Savior to must admit surprisingly that th
earth garbed in flesh. But why Devil is the cause of Christina
was Christ born? Let him an
Surely such a thought woul
swer for himself —
be a stain on the snow-like pui
"I am come that they might ity ot the Christinas spirit. Sont
have life, and that they might of "peace on earth, good-will t'<
have it more abundantly."— ward men" would nauseate tli
John 10:10.
conscientious caroler if such
Also —
concept clouded his mind. Mm
"God sent his Son to be the we leave it here?
propitiation for our sins."—
Relieving and inspiring come
John 4:10.
the answer — NO. Let's go bac
Thus we see that Christ came one step farther. God create
to remove our sins and to loose even the Devil himself! Go
the shackles of death that we alone is the only uncaused eausi
might have life!
Without Him there could hav
Incidentally, those who would been no Lucifer. With Him is n
deny the existence of Hell, or beginning or end; our finit
would minimize the presence minds cannot grasp such infinit
and effect of sin, would nullify truths. So, God is ultimately th
the birth, life, death, and resur father of Christmas.
rection of Christ; they would rob
With cheery smile and happ
Christmas of its significance. song coining from a heart throt
For, if there were no Hell to bing with eternal fire, let's g
shun, or no sin to erase, why home this season to exemplif
should Christ have come to the true significance of Chrisl
earth? Christmas would be a mas —- the abundant life!

That reminds us, be sure to get the children some Christmas vacation, I engaged a
cute mechanical toys for their father to play with.
driver in conversation about the
*

*

*

*

"And if he's gone away," said she,
"Good riddance, if you're asking me,
I'm not one to lie awake
And weep for anybody's sake.
There's better lads than him about!
I'll wear my buckled slippers out
A playing all the day.
I'm better off with him away!
And if he never come," said she,
"Now what on earth is that to me?
I wouldn't have him back!"
I hope
Her mother washed her mouth with soap.
* * * *•
When your wife looks at a wreck of a farmhouse she
says, "I could do a lot to that house." That's probably
what she said to herself when she first looked at you.
* * * *
The naked hills lie wanton to the breeze,
The fields are nude, the groves unfrocked;
Bare are the quivering limbs of the shameless trees —
What wonder is it that the corn is . . . shocked?
*

*

*

*

Although universally condemned, gossip is universally
practiced.
*

*

*

*

On an examination paper turned in just before the
Yuletide holidays a college professor read: "The Lord
only knows the answer to this question. Merry Christ
mas!" Beneath it the professor wrote: "The Lord gets
an A; you get an F. Happy New Year!"
*

*

*

*

Two cats were stretched out on the grass watching
a tennis match. One of them yawned and said, "Cm on,
let's get out of here." The other said, "No, I've a personal
interest in this game." "Whaddya mean, a personal in
terest?" With tears in his eye, the first cat answered,
"My pop's in the racket."
—The Wheaton Record
*

*

*

*

Gold is the most useless metal in the world, for it is
good only for plugging teeth and tormenting fools.
*

*

*

*

No my dears, in these days Santa does not really
come through the chimney, but through a large hole in
the pocketbook.
*

*

*

*

Civilization today commands all things necessary to
create a heaven on earth and uses them to blow itself
to hell.
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"A Broken Organ ~
And A Great Hymn"

C O R N E R

It is strange that many great
things in this world have taken
place or come into being because
of an accident. Such was the
case in the writing of the most
I know a lot of you will be do
famous of all Christmas hymns,
ing a bit of Santa Clausing soon
Silent Night.
so maybe a few suggestions for
your very special shopping might
"It was Christmas Eve of the
not come in amiss.
year 1818. At Oberndorf, a little
village in the Austrian moun
We'll start with a list com
tains, a young clergyman was
pleted by a girl — idea being
much perturbed. At St. Nicholas'
that a gal should know what gals
church they had been preparing
want.
for special music for the Christ
We're taking it for granted at
mas services, and Joseph Muhr,
the beginning that you're not
the assistant pastor, had been
like one man (?) around Tay
very enthusiastic about the pro
lor's campus who said that he
gram. But, alas, the church or
was going to wait until after
had broken down. Repairs
Christmas to go steady, and we What the Faculty
"I Was A Stranger — gan
were in process of being made,
shall proceed to the business at
Will be Doing
And Ye Took Me In" but it was found that the organ
hand.
could not possibly be used for
Perfume heads the list as al
The
Professors
and
their
fam
There lived in the city of Mar the Christmas occasion. Joseph
ways. It may not be original,
ilies
are
going
to
spend
Christ
seilles
long, long ago an old shoe Muhr had an old guitar hanging
but it's powerfully sweet and this
mas
in
just
as
interesting
a
man
maker, loved and honored by his on the wall. He glanced hope
is not a pun. Something in the
ner
as
you
and
I
are.
|
neighbors,
who affectionately fully at the instrument. An in
extra-special order
Lentheric,,
While President and Mrs.
called him "Father Martin." One spiration came to him. He sat
Richard Hudnot, Cotys, LeStuart
are
traveling
south
and
Christmas Eve as he sat alone down at his desk and wrote."
Long, Schiaparelli, etc. Don't
Little did he realize that the
in his little shop, reading of the
go in for the too ornate holders west to sunny California, Miss
visit of the wise men to the in words that he so hastily wrote
— choose something cute and Guiler and Miss Draper will be!
fant Jesus and of the gifts they could live through all time. How
simple. Atomizers add the fin going in a southeasterly direc
ever, he was not the only one
tion toward equally attractive
brought, he said to himself:
ishing touch.
Florida.
that was troubled because the
"If
tomorrow
were
the
first
In some things the lists vary
Dr. Robinson will spend the
Christmas, and if Jesus were to organ had broken down. The
according to the type of girl;
be born in Marseilles this night, organist was also feeling down
for instance, if she's the sporty, holidays in Chicago with her
I know what I would give Him!" hearted about the matter. As he
collegiate kind, compacts, cos mother. The Pugleys may join
Mrs.
Pugley's
sister
in
Wash
He rose and took from a shelf sat wondering what to do, there
tume jewelry, chunky sweaters,
two tiny shoes of softest snow- was a knock at his door. In
etc., go over big. Let the things ington, D. C. Miss Foust will be
white leather, with bright silver walked the assistant pastor.
she wears ordinarily guide you at her home in Lima, Ohio, and
Santa Claus is such a busy
He asked the organist if he
quite a bit! For compacts make Miss Alford is planning to have man that most of the time I'd buckles. "I would give Him
her
happy
vacation
in
Orange
these, my finest work . . . How could not compose an air for the
them large and sporty (natural
rather be me. But for just one
pleased His mother would be! poem that he had just com
wood or leather with initials) or County, New York State.
day, I'd like to be Santa. You
If
you
are
planning
to
get
. . . But I'm a foolish old man," posed. Franz was catching at
small and very snitzy with just
wouldn't see me wasting the
about everything inside. Get caught up on your studies over time to hitch up eight tiny rein he thought, smiling. "The Mas straws. He went to his old spinet
vacation,
remember
that
Dean
ter has no need of my poor and began to search for the
these in one of the brands named
deer either. I'd stay right here gifts."
Ritchie
will
be
working
as
hard
chords that he thought would
above.
and be Santa at Taylor Univer
Replacing the shoes he blew express the real meaning of the
In costume jewelry, make it as you. He'll be making out the sity. The proverbial bundle of
out the candle and retired to song.
plain and huge as a rule. A cute new catalogue.
Carl Kreiner tells me that his toys would be replaced by more rest. Hardly had he closed his
He worked hard, and after
little gadget in Mademoiselle is
essential things that are needed
eyes, it seemed, when he heard a many heart searching attempts
a bracelet with a tiny six-year Daddy will either "be at home by those at T. U.
us,
or
we'll
be at
voice call his name, "Martin!" he completed the immortal and
calendar attached — something with
Ever since Bud Souders came Intuitively he felt aware of the beautiful melody. It was just as
Gran'ma's."
along that line.
Although the Huffmans, Mus- to school, a problem has been identity of the speaker: "Martin, simple as all that. This beauti
Sweaters are more difficult
graves,
Howards, and Dean presenting itself to me. How you have longed to see me. To ful song is ours today because
and I wouldn't attempt it with
out a sister or somebody to help Fenstermacher may spend a can he keep that hair combed morrow I shall pass by your win of a broken organ.
select one. These imported, loose part of their respective vaca with an ordinary brush and dow. If you see me and bid me
knit, very soft, short and straight tions traveling through Ohio, to comb? If I were Santa, I'd bring enter, I shall be your guest and ill, without a sou."
numbers in five delicious flavors Huntington, Indiana, to Chicago, him a whisk broom and a curry sit at your table."'
"Poor child!" cried the old
or to Cleveland, we wish those comb to settle his difficulties.
He did not sleep that night for
are O.K. by anyone.
man.
"You must eat something
Two of the fellows must have joy. Before it was yet dawn he
If your girl is on the sweet, of the faculty who are just stay
while you are getting warm. No?
ing
at
home
just
as
merry
a
been
forgotten
when
the
eti
rose and swept and tidied up his
simple line, lockets are always
Then let me give a cup of milk
lovely (this goes for all kinds Christmas as anyone could have. quette books were distributed; little shop. Fresh sand he spread to the little one . . Ah! what a
These
include:
Charbonniers,
so
Bob
Taylor
and
Ernest
Karls
upon the floor, and green boughs
really) or delicate crosses on very
bright, pretty little fellow he is!
thin gold chains.
Crushable Dennises, Oborns, Evans, Miss would be presented with an en of fir he wreathed along the raft . . . Why, you have put no shoes
Miller,
Miss
Bothwell,
Ayres,
larged
edition
of
the
etiquette
ers. On the spotless, linen-cov on him!"
sweater jackets, so soft they can
be rolled on the point of a pin Barnards, Browns, Hausheers, book with Emily Post to inter ered table he placed a loaf of
"I have no shoes for him,"
pret it for them.
white bread, a jar of honey, a sighed the mother.
(practically!) with a suede fin and the young Stuarts.
We know, too, that the Campish, are good in whatever color
Dr. Robinson would get a pitcher of milk, and over the fire
"Then he shall have this love
bell-Magee-Wisconsin dorms will sister. I'm sure that anyone he hung a pot of coffee.
khe (or you) likes best!
ly pair I finished
yesterday."
be
left
in
good
hands.
Dr.
BentWhen all was in readiness he And Martin took down from the
Sometimes classification isn't
with three brothers would be
so easy so here are some gen ley, Mrs. Hurd, and Mrs. Gividen glad to have a sister to help her took up his vigil at the window. shelf the soft little snow-white
will make Christmas happy for out in family scraps.
Presently he saw an old street- shoes he had looked at the eve
eral suggestions again:
Pure angora mittens — in those students who can't go
Our basketball fellows always sweeper pass by, blowing upon ning before, and slipped them
white if you don't know what home.
have a little trouble getting the his thin, gnarled hands to warm on the child's feet. They fitted
color she wants. Large soft - The Young Women's Associa ball into the basket. So for them, them. "Poor fellow, he must be perfectly. And shortly the poor
scarfs for around her neck or tion's annual Christmas pro I'd leave Yehudi in the basket half frozen," thought Martin. young mother went on her way,
gram will be held Tuesday
head.
to reach out and grab those balls Opening the door he called out tearful with gratitude, and Mar
Make-up kits from one of the night. In addition to the presen that roll around the rim and to him, "Come in, my friend, and tin resumed his post at the win
famous companies in leather or tation of white gifts, canned then drop outside to disappoint drink a cup of hot coffee." And dow.
goods for the poor in and around
the man gratefully accepted the
suede covers.
those in the cheering section.
Hour after hour went by. And
Your picture — this is always Upland, the Senior girls have
Earl Butz will have a little invitation.
although
many people passed his
An hour passed, and Martin
1-A rating if you've been going something special planned in the trouble keeping track of Eleanor
window, and many needy souls
way
of
entertainment.
We'll
be
together long enough, and she
now that he has to go about so saw a young, miserably clothed shared the hospitality of the old
hasn't one. There are many more looking forward to seeing each slowly. I'd just put a leash in woman, carrying a baby. She cobbler, the expected Guest did
one of you girls there.
suggestions of course.
his stocking to help him out. Per paused wearily to rest in the not appear.
You might find something in
haps he had better have a collar shelter of his doorway. The
"It was only a dream," he
that list. Now for boys — a fel go over big.
with a bell on it, too, just to heart of the old cobbler was sighed, with a' heavy heart. "I
touched. Quickly he flung open
low wrote this — idea being
Men's jewelry is an old stand- make sure,
did hope and believe, but He
ditto.
by. Tie chains, collar holders,' Fred Rowley would be delight- the door. "Come in and warm has not come."
First in the stocking and first cuff links, and watch chains are ed when he saw what Santa had while you rest," he said to her.
Suddenly, so it seemed to his
xinder the tree are neckties. No in the jewelry category.
j left for him. Under his Christ- "You do not look well," he re weary eyes, the room was flooded
marked.
Joe College fellow has enough,
Other nice gifts are the tie mas tree he would find the ideal
with a glorious light. And to the
"I am going to the hospital. I
and it's easy for you too. You racks, shaving accessories — girl for whom he has been lookcobbler's astonished vision there
hope
they
will
take
me
in,
and
can be sure you won't get the which range from after-shave ing all these years,
appeared before him, one by one,
wrong size. Cheap, too. You lotion to life-time guaranteed j For Jim Miller, a radio would my babv boy," she explained. the poor street-sweeper, the sick
"My
husband
is
at
sea,
and
I
am
don't have to go over a dollar electric shavers and equipment: be an appropriate gift. Then
mother and her baby, and all
for some of the best on the mar for his jalopy — if any. One the girls wouldn't have to turn
the people whom he had aided
ket. Names like Botany, Arrow very practical gift is an electric' their radios on loud enough for the first thirty minutes of the
during the day. And each smiled
Beaus Brummel, Coronado, Wil pants-presser. It will keep him ] him to hear his favorite pro- sermon. Anyone of them who at him and said: "Have you not
son Brothers, Regal-Aire, and neater looking and save pressing' grams. Besides he might stop preaches longer than that doesn't seen me? Did I not sit at your
Escort make any man proud to bills.
j singing occasionally and listen deserve a wide-awake congrega table?" — and vanished!
show his colors — especially in
In clothing don't buy more to the radio,
tion.
Then softly out of the silence
bright wool plaids or harmoniz than ties, sox, or shirts. Boys us-1 Have you noticed how dark
Besides these things, I'd leave he heard again the gentle voice,
ing center panels.
ually know what they want and j the parlors have been recently? a game of Tidley Winks for repeating old, familiar words:
Belts, billfolds, and suspend seldom get it for Christmas. Be j I'm sure that Miss Foust would Bergwall, a bottle of hair dress
"Whosoever shall receive one
ers in various leather styles are sure you get the shirt with the like some more lamps for these ing for Harvey Brown, a pillow such little child in My name, realways good. Most boys would correct length sleeves — that is, ! rooms. She could also use a for Melva to take to the next ceiveth me."
like to have a belt for every pair if you want him to speak to you desk girl who would remember skating party, more people who
"For I was an hungered and
of trousers, but few of them do. again.
! to turn the hall lights on as soon would buy pot-holders from ye gave Me meat; I was thirsty
You can also get the above
Well, enough, but I might add as it gets dark. This would help Marian Kimball, and the ideal and ye gave Me drink; I was a
mentioned leather goods in the that these gifts are inexpen- the girls who stumble around patient for each nurse.
stranger and ye took Me in."
new vitilite resins this year. sive enough so that you can do in the dark looking for their
For all the students and fac
"Verily I say unto you, inas
You know — that stuff that looks your special shopping and still rooms.
ulty, I'd leave the happiest much as ye have done it unto
like glass hut is flexible and afford to give your parents more
I'd bring each of the student Christmas possible, and a magic | one of the least of these My
elastic.
Suspenders,
billfolds than a "Merry Christmas" this pastors a congregation guaran- recipe to make all their dreams brethren, ye have done it unto
and watch straps in tbis material vear.
teed to stay awake at least for for the New Year come true.
Me."

C O L U M N

"Better Look OutSanta Claus is
Coming to Town"
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Tuberculin Test
Attests Taylor
Healthiness

Golden Wedding
Anniversary is
Celebrated

Announcement of
Betrothal Made
The engagement of Miss Doris
M. Hickox to Mr. James William
Charbonnier, was announced yes
terday at the home of his par
ents, Dr. and Mrs. James Char
bonnier, of Taylor University,
Upland, Indiana.
The betrothal ceremony came
as the climax to a birthday an
niversary dinner in honor of the
groom-to-be.
The bride-to-be, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Hickox
of Syracuse and Cazenovia, New
York, was educated at the Syra
cuse University School of Nurs
ing, and was supervisor of nurses
at the Onondaga General Hos
pital.
Mr. James William Charbon
nier was educated at Syracuse
University, and took graduate
studies at the University of Buf
falo. He has been engaged in
youth program activities, having
been formerly employed in this
field by the government, and for
the past year by the George
Junior Republic.
The wedding will be sol
emnized at a later date at the
Hickox family residence.

Our congratulations to Mr.
and Mrs. M. O. Abbey on their
Golden Wedding Anniversary
which was held at their home
on December 10th.
At three o'clock, the hour of
the wedding fifty years ago, Prof.
Theodora Botliwell played Men
delssohn's "Wedding March."
The Rev. Mr. Jesse Hochstedler
made a brief address, Vere Abbey
offered prayer, and Miss Sadie
Louise Miller, sister of Mrs. Ab
bey, read an original poem en
titled "Fifty Years," with musi
cal accompaniment played by
Prof. Bothwell. 140 guests helped
Dr. Oborn Elected
Skating Party
to make the occasion a success.
To Head I. I. A. C.
The Abbeys were the recipients
(Continued from Page 1)
of many gifts, bouquets, and
messages.
eryone else, and as far as I know
Mr. and Mrs. Abbey were mar
everyone had a grand time.
ried in Carbondale, Pennsyl
Even though you can't keep
vania where they made their
home before coming to Upland
a good man down, you can knock
in 1910. Since that time, they
one down. If you don't believe
have been prominent in the life
it, ask Earl Butz. We were all
on the campus, in the church,
sorry about Earl's accident, and
and in the town. Mr. Abbey was
are glad to see that he's around
Superintendent of Grounds and
even though he looks like a war
Buildings at T. U. for many
veteran.
years.
Mr. and Mrs. Abbey are the
We left the rink at 1(1:15. We
parents of four children: Iris
had to leave because they turned
Amy Abbey, T. U. class of '15,
the lights out then. On the way
Last year this time: A real Gof Upland; Vere Walford Abbey,
home, we enjoyed a sack of Man visited Taylor. Dr. Huff
class of '16, of Bangalore, India;
kisses. Don't look so shocked man was announced as the new
Christmas Play
Eloise Abbey Fenstermacher,
they were candy kisses sup head of the Winona School of
(Continued from Page 1)
class of '24, of Upland. Alberta
Dr. Oborn
plied by thoughtful Jessie. Even Theology; Taylor defeated Con
Maude, twin sister of Eloise,
Dr. Charbonnier, our thoughtful cordia in home opened 53-23,
fusing to rent a room to Joseph
died in 1913.
chaperon, approved of those.
The
Indiana
Intercollegiate
but lost to Indiana Central 41-34.
or Mary because they were un
Athletic Conference announced
able to' pay the required sum.
It wasn't quite eleven when we
Five years ago the Trojans lost on Sunday, December 15, that
FASHION NOTES
The keeper, thinking that a reached home; so we still had to the Ball State Cardinals, but
George T. Oborn, of Taylor Uni
wealthy prince was to come and time to apply liniment and ad they beat Concordia.
Rules at Mt. Holyoke College
versity in Upland, had been
rent his room, kept the room hesive tape where it was most
Sixteen years ago the most im
1840:
elected
president.
empty awaiting his arrival, not needed before going to bed to portant news item seemed to be
No young lady shall become a
Dr. Oborn takes the place of
realizing that Jesus was the dream of skating around again that State gr oups of students
member of M. H. C. who cannot
prince that he was expecting. As to the tune of "Waltz Me Around were organizing. The Pennsyl the Reverend Edward Roof, of
kindle a fire, mash potatoes, re
St. Joseph's College in Rens
the play proceeded, the prince Again Willie."
vania group had a party.
peat the multiplication table and
selaer.
whom the keeper expected did
at least two-thirds of the shorter
not come and there was no one
William P. Mahoney of the catechism.
The Song of the Bells
to occupy the room. This brought
University of Notre Dame in
Every member of the school
in the significance of the title,
South Bend is the new vice- shall walk a mile a day unless a
Christmas
is
the
happiest
time
of
all
our
happy
days!
"Empty Room." The innkeeper
president, and Walter O. Shriner freshet, earthquake, or some oth
It comes
later learns of his mistake, and
of Indiana State Teachers Col er calamity occur to prevent it.
With ringing bells and swinging bells
Singing merriest lays,
gives all his money to the Christ
lege in Terre Haute, the new sec
No young lady is expected to
Flinging gladness to the crisp and frosty air
child.
retary-treasurer.
I have gentlemen acquaintances
In wild, exultant praise!
There are three scenes in the
We congratulate Doctor Oborn unless they are returned misplay. The first portrays the inn,
Message of sweet, eternal love descends in angels' song!
on this honorable position to J sionaries, or agents of benevoWe listen
the second shows the shepherds
which he has been elected.
> lent societies.
As melody thrills from distant hills
coming and the gifts that they
Swelling the music along,
brought, and the last scene vis
Telling us that God from heaven is meeting man
j
ualizes the coming of the wise
And righting every wrong!
j j
men with their gifts which they
WE APPRECIATE YOUR
UPLAND, INDIANA
Christmas! Blessed Christmas Spirit! Abide throughout our
bestowed on the child.
year!
Battery Service
Greasing I
The characters of the play were
Remain
PATRONAGE
Tires Repaired
James Bell, who played the
Our heavenly peace; with joys increase
"No Job Too Big or Too Small" j
Blending and lending cheer,
part of the innkeeper; Kathryn
Ending sorrow, and bringing eternal gladness and hope,
Tucker, a cousin of the innkeep
| Taylor Shoe-Repair j
For Jesus, our Lord, is here!
er; Ruth Boiler, mother of the
I A better variety of potted plants j
innkeeper; Betty Ladd, the
Ring! Riotous bells! Rejoice again and again!
Shop
|
and cut flowers.
j
Glory to God in the highest!
Virgin Mary; Joyce Swearingen,
i
i
On
earth
| ATKINSON GREENHOUSE j
a nobleman; Bill Meadows, a
Peace, good will to men!"
i
Kaparoff — Smith — Wood
i
prophet; and Jessie Burtner,
) The students patronage will be j
i
who played the part of a servant.
j
appreciated.
j i
—Christina Rebekah Kincheloe
Before the presentation, Betty
Roane rendered two musical
numbers on the organ, and Kath I
|
MATERIAL FOR THE
FOR
i
STUDENTS
ryn Tucker gave a reading en | See us for your Xmas candy, j
CRAFTSMAN
!
FOR A SAFE TRIP HOME !
titled "Christmas Eve on Lone j all kinds and all prices.
j GIFTS,
NOVELTIES,
AND |
"TRAVEL BY TRAIN"
some."
|Willman Lumber Co.j
INFANTS WEAR
The entire program was pre | All kinds of fruits for your j
PENNSYLVANIA
RAILROAD j
|
Xmas
dinners.
j
Uuland j
sented under the leadership of
C. E. ALSPAUGH, Agent
j | Phone 211
STOP AND SHOP
Professor Dennis.
(
Our Motto: We'll treat you j

''Say, when are you going to
he 'shot'?" "Do you think it will
hurt?" and "What will we do if
it's positive?"
These were some of the com
ments overheard about the cam
pus last Tuesday as preparations
went under way for the giving of
tlie tuberculin test.
Despite the fact that our new
school physician, Dr. Fisher, had
given a sort of "pep talk" in
Chapel concerning the test, some
were still a bit shaky as they
went to the clinic — just a hang
over from childhood and the fear
of a needle suddenly being thrust
into the arm, we suppose.
Four nurses were efficiently
on the job as the long' line slowly
passed through the doors into
the doctor's office.
Proudly
showing the "marks of the
needle" on their forearms, the
"would he" patients were forced
to remark "It didn't really hurt
at all, did it?"
A similar line wound its way
to the clinic on Thursday after
noon to hear the results of the
individual tests. The few num
ber that were reported positive
attest to the belief that Tay
lor students are indeed a healthy
group.

I Remember

Knecht Service Station

j

"Pete"

I

right.

I !j

(Continued from Page 1)
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HOTEL BARBER SHOP

;•

j i
I
V

V

South Side of Square

Hartford City

BECKY'S BEAUTY SHOPPE
j ( Shampoo & Set
500
I j Manicure
350
: r Permanents
DnrTY1 o notitc
C1
AA
$1.50-$6.00
PHONE
t-nunt 131
lai

May all the joy of a Christmas Season

C. A. RUSSELL

rich in blessing be yours, and may the

MONDAY, THURSDAY
8:00 a. m. - 5:00 p. m.

Netu Year be the continuance of the
best of this.

TUES., WED., and FRI.
8:00 a. m. - 7:00 p. m.
SATURDAY
8:00 a. m. - 9:00 p. m.
East Side of Square
tare

Hartford City

j

THE BOOKSTORE

!
j |
j
Z

UPLAND
unanu j

Try Our

Butterscotch
Cookies

Brown-Trueblood
Inc.

•

1

j

Ij Ij

On Taylor's Campus
| For Over Fifty Year" j

IDEAL SHOP

j LATTA'S U BE SEE STORE j

Phone 1092
But Pete only turned his head ! Upland
and laughed — he was already
half way down the stairs. Pete's
a good guy — he's one of the
"fourth floor boys," too. And
Yours for Service
that's something for the head
janitor to be one of the gang | B. H. TROUT BARBER SHOP
up here. It's a recommendation
Upland
Indiana
in itself. But Pete doesn't need
it — he's really "a peach."

r

at the

Launderers — Dry Cleaners

| Jack Boyd

^
I

They're really swell!
j

Virginia Hubbard j
Lyle Russell

UPLAND BAKING CO. i
Rep.—The College Store

THE UPLAND CAFE
extends to you

|
f

ft

Uery merry Christmas
and

ft

Rappy new year
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Spartans Take Big End of 44-38
Score After Trojan Second Half Bid

Inklings of
Inside Dope
Now that class basketball has
added another phase to our sport
department, we wish to make
one suggestion for its better
ment. It seems that two cocky
freshmen found it quite pressing
to their veracity when ques
tioned in a perfectly legitimate
manner by the referees about an
obvious error on their part at
the score bench. Our suggestions
are: That each class have their
own representative at the bench
either to keep time or score. This
plan would form a check and also
comply most correctly with the
rules. Our suggestion to the
freshmen is that they learn to
run a stop watch in high school
rather than practice on our intra
mural setup.

In a wild, rough, and race
horse contest the undefeated
Taylor Trojans succumbed be
fore the height and speed of the
Manchester Trojans 44-38.

and Kanunerer hit everything
they threw and as a result they
ran the score to 31-16 at the in
termission.

Dear Santa:
getting their best. No one can
An inspired team took the floor
My report to you this year is deny that Odle, Scott, and Yaggy
It was a good case of being off
for the second half, as the Tro
the most optimistic I've ever are hitting and playing better
at the wrong time. The Trojan
jans staged a heroic counter at
made, and most all of those ball than they ever played be
offense, usually their biggest as
tack. The boys as in previous
about whom I'm reporting have fore, and Bobby Briggs' ballset, slumped to its low of the
games began to connect and point
been on good behavior, so you'd handling and passing stand out
year when they connected for 38
by point the lead slowly dimin
better prepare to make a lengthy like the nose on Jimmy Durante's
ished until six points separated
stop at Upland on your trip face. Who knows — maybe even
the teams at the final gun.
south, because the gang
here has Givi will hit a long sume
some ini*lit.
night.
„ . ,
«
"
r 4I
a lot coming of them. Of course,, If the rest of the boys can stand
Captain Milliner of the Spar
1m writing about two weeks the shock, it might be a stimulus
tans caused some excitement
for even better ball. And say,
when he found it hard to control
Santa, through all this blowing
himself when someone else was
about these lucky guys, don't
on the giving end. We think
let me or you forget for one min
however that Milliner's classy
ute that our games are not a fiveperformance was the deciding
man affair. When some of those
factor in the Manchester win.
j other guys get off the bench,
This lose will make us better
it s hard to tell who are regulars
We all know that Taylor has
tor the next game so let's anni
and who are not. Remember a great team this year but isn't
hilate Anderson.
Mott's performance in the Earl- it a tendency on our part to give
ham game, and Hayes' and all the credit to the player who
Taylor
fg
ft
tp
Miller's in the Huntington game? scores the most points? Our two
Odle
5
5
9
Remember Klingman's rebound backguards, Gividen and Briggs,
Yaggy
__3
0
6
Scott
ing and Garrett's passing against do not consistently come out of
4
0
8
Mott
0
0
1 iffin? Don't forget to drop down a game as high point men, but
0
Briggs
_
3
1
7
their chimneys for a visit.
watch when Scott, Yaggy, Hayes
Gividen
3
Captain Gividen
2
8
You know I heard Wee and and Odle connect for a bucket.
Totals
15
8
36
early, but I don't think any mal- Hayes talking the other day and Without a precision pass from
behavior will crop up before you the conversation was something these two men many of their points, only sixteen of these mak Manchester
fg
ft
tp
come.
4
like this: Wee says, "Say, Hill goals would be impossible. The ing up the Taylor half time score. Newby
1
9
I have so many things to say billy,
0
0
0
— what do
— ya
, „ think of aa gguy
as valuable many
Scottv grunted, stole the tip Fletcher
u y passes are
Olinger
0
I hardly know where to start, who'd buy a red suit?" "Why," \ times as the bucket itself. We
0
0
from Shubert, giant Manchester Johnston
0
0
0
but why not begin with the says the West Virginian, "who are not taking credit away from
0
center and Yaggy grabbed it for Shubert
1
13
Duchess? She did a swell col ever heerd of such a lunnie crit- our high scorers for we realize
0
1
1
the Trojans. Four easy set shots McClintoek
umn two weeks ago — here I've ter ^— who done went and done they are a great cog in the
5
0
10
from right under followed, all of Miliner
Marshall
0
been getting scratch singles and it?" Back came the snappy re wheel, but look closely for your
0
0
them rolling around and drop Kammerer
3
1
7
she smacks a homer — there's ply — "Santa Claus, you nut." self, "a good pass at the right
2
ping off — the first sign of the Lenbarger
0
4
one girl who has "masculing" But don't be put out with them, time usually means two points." team's jitteryness.
Totals
20
4
44
corpuscles in her blood. If she Nick, bring Wee that comb, and
Manchester's offense was cen
doesn't have one already, bring Hayes that girl anyway.
tered around Shubert, burly
her a big football player.
"SALUTE
TO
BOBBY
BRIGGS"
Now in closing, I'm asking for
And say, Santa, I know this full stockings for every faculty
Bobby is so dad-gummed mod pivot man. He tipped and batted,
GOING
is a surprise, but bring the T- member and student. They have est it burns a guy up at times. his arms high above the rest, j
TO
j
club something nice — they de acted swell in showing unprece He never makes a bucket that he staying with it until the ball fell
COUGH'S
serve a stimulus to keep up the dented enthusiasm and team doesn't run back to the fellow through, or was lost to the Pur ;
good work in advertising the backing. They have been swell who tossed him the pill and yell ple and Gold. Milliner, Newby, | Hartford City,
Indiana j
home games with all the posters, winners, and I'll leave it to you "nice pass" (even if he has to
skits, announcements, etc., they to remind them to have just as reach to his ankles to get it).
have sponsored. You might also good behavior if the Trojans' Briggs coming to us from Pur
EYES j
UPLAND INSURANCE AGENCY I ( REALIZE REAL
bring the cheer leaders a big winning streak is broken. Well, due has heen just the thing Tay
E. W. LEACH .
Dr. W. N. Hamilton
stick of peppermint in recogni I guess that's all for this year, lor has needed for years. His I
OCIE V. PUGH Agents
tion of their fine work, and also Santa. I know it's a big as passing is making the' team. We | Gen'l Insurance
OPTOMETRIST
News Stand j
bring Red a little soap so he can signment, but I know you'll en couldn't help hear the coach ex |
Notary Service
{
220 W. Main St.
Indiana
j | Hartford City
wash his upper lip before "Dot" joy filling it for such swell claim to a visitor the other day, | Upland
Phone 85 I
returns.
"There is a classy ball player!"
people.
Gather a bunch of points and
Your old friend,
drop them into the socks of the
That's all for now! Good nite!
The Duke of T. U.
opponents of the Sophomore
P. S. Say, I almost forgot — if
boys' interclass team, so they you can, give the Editor his
•
can reserve them for second Horn aplenty this Christmas, :
Quality Printing at Reasonable
I
semester when the Sophs will will ya? — so he'll forgive the
Prices
j
receive the Abel assistance of Duke for his late palavering this
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j
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ones — we don't believe they
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something to lick — they don't
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Authorized Ford Dealer
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with the Sophs and Juniors as
Hartford City
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National
Bank
Building
yet.
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Phone 172
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Now, Santa, I guess it's about
time for the old Duke to get
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TROJANS TRIUMPHANT IN FOUR STRAIGHT
I

Fighting Trojans

Sophomores Lead
Men's Net League

In Thrilling Win

Taylor Netters Pile Up Points
Girl Basket
Over Tiffin and Huntington Prepare for

Squads
Play

Over Earlham

With the Sophomores drub
Hillbilly Hayes, bent at the of the 39 tallies made in the first
Girls' basketball swings into
bing the Frosh 41-21, and the knees, squinted carefully over half.
action as soon as the holiday
Four straight it was, and Juniors nosing out the Seniors. the curve of the glossy cowhide
Huntington gained a three is over. Each Saturday morning
again the fast, diminutive Tro 34-30 the class league opened an and with a snap jump, launched point lead early in the first half j the girls under the tutelage of
jan attack conquered braun, other year of competition.
the ball toward the basket in a on a beauty by Krieger and a side [ their various coaches have been
muscles and height as they ran
The Sophomores boasting a high reaching arch. Off the shot by Pense; however, Gividen's practicing, and by the time the
rough shod over the Earlham strong five easily ran away with board bounced the sphere, seven sleeper and Scott's one hander • new year swings around the
Quakers 41-40.
the Freshies without the aid of fresh basketeers grab for it, from right under broke the ice girls should have the edges taken
It was a wild battle right from their captain, Connie Rehling. Hayes follows the shot, the ball and from then on it was all off and be ready to play ball.
the start. The school cheering Russ Clark, who last year was falls in his grasp and gently he Taylor. Phil Yaggy displayed i
The girls' intra-mural manager
section came up with more pep one of the league's high scorers spanks it back through the net. a beautiful brand of defensive is Martha Brown, and her assist
than has been shown around the took all scoring honors when he Two points!
and offensive ball as he dug in j ant is Ann Watts.
Maytag gym in years.
nabbed fifteen points on six from
It was this shot that started and retrieved shot after shot.
{ The Senior girls will be led by
The situation looked bad for j the field and three free throws. the fireworks as our Taylor Tro
Bud Scott beautifully faked' Kathryn Bingaman with Red
the Trojans after twelve minutes j Hunt and Staples helped things jans impolitely rolled over the his guard down around the lane 1
Swearingen as head coach. The
as the redhot Earlham five piled ; along with their nineteen tallies. supposedly powerful Tiffin five. and as a result he racked up 1
senior team has won one cham
up a 15-5 lead. It was then that
The Junior-Senior game ex
Arriving at the Maytag Gym thirteen points for himself.
pionship in its college days.
the Taylor offense began to j hibited a far superior brand of nasium the Tiffin Squad boasted
Don Odle, cold as an ice cake That was when they were sopho
click; Odle intercepted a Wright i ball handling. The game was an outstanding record for the in the first 12 minutes, suddenly
mores, and Knight, Barnett,
to Anderson pass, raced half the marked by accurate shooting past year. Not only defeating broke loose and cracked the
Knox, Bingaman, and Co. were
length of the floor and pocketed and good passes. The Senior Taylor last year in a closely con cords for seven successive shots i
playing together. This year only
his shot. Briggs followed suit, j quintet inspired by its early suc tested game 37-35, the green and and fourteen points.
Bingaman remains of that gang
and again "Pidge" hit a short. cess lead for three quarters and gold went ahead to cop the In
In the second half, five fresh | and only an upset will be able to
Up shot the morale of the team, it wasn't until four minutes of diana-Ohio Conference.
basketeers took over the duties give these girls the champion
and at the intermission Earlham play were left that Otlio An
The Trojan starters: Hayes, for the Trojans. Pence, Hunt ship again.
held a slight 23-20 advantage.
drews' long shot broke the Sen Odle, Scott, Briggs, and Gividen ington forward, started things
The Junior girls are led by
Dehoney and Ortwein in the iors lead. The final score ran were never in trouble. After four by tossing a one-hander-hoolc
Franny
Knight and Walt Kruschopening minutes of the second 34-30.
minutes of play the purple and shot from the right of the circle
half hit to made it 27-20. Again
The second week of competi gold were ahead 12-4. Scott re ! and in she zipped without so witz is their coach. This is the
the Trojans spectacularly un tion inspired by an increase in bounded as he never rebounded much as touching the hoop. team to be watched. With Horn
leashed a great counter attack. rivalry saw the Senior combina before; Odle passed to Briggs in Hayes with his snap jump, passing and faking people so
Gividen hit two one-handers tion run hog wild over the Frosh spectacular style; Hayes filled | combed the nets with six ceiling that Franny Knight can get those
from the circle; Odle cracked a 33-16 and a close exciting con Yaggy's shoes by passing well, scrapers and came close to oust- shots, the Juniors seem to be on
beauty from the lane; Briggs test between the Juniors and the and Briggs dropped in the im | ing Scott and Odle as high scor the way to make things plenty
tough for the rest of the league.
ers.
sank a back-hander from direct Sophs which ended 34-28; the possibles.
Peg Miller leads the Sophs and
ly under the hoop, and with ten latter coming out on top.
The second half showed Tay
Pence continued his rampage
minutes to go it was 39-33.
The Senior five ran off to an lor as a passing team. "Pidge" j tossing them from everywhere Connie Rehling is their coach.
Ortwein, stocky Earlham for early lead as Skinner, Swearin- as we have heard many say, and scoring just about every The team is of unknown quality
ward, spun a left hander through gen and Miller hit from the field. passed his way to his best played time, his total reaching sixteen but you can be sure they will be
in there pitching. The same is
the hoop and again the game be May, Frosh forward, kept his game of his college career. Of for the evening.
true of the Frosh girls who will
gan to tighten. Wright, screened team in the running as he he course Briggs and Gividen were
Taylor
fg
ft
tp be led by Elizabeth Permer and
beautifully by Anderson, lifted a dumped in four field goals and consistently feeding accurate Odle
7
0
14
long archer from the center that one foul for a total of nine points. passes.
Miller
3
1
7 coached by "Hillbilly" Hayes.
2
1
5
Now you can be sure that
snapped the nets with a loud Miller and Skinner were the high
Keeping possession of the ball j Yaggy
6
0
12 there are really going to be some
"swish," 39-38 Taylor. A host men for the 41's, Skinner get as emphasized by Coach May Hayes
i Scott
__6
1 13
of tired, sweating boys tipped, ting eleven and Miller, fifteen.
was brought out beautifully as Garrett
0
0
0 good games. The rules are that
batted, and spanked until the
The
Sophomore-Junior
tilt we watched Scotty time and time Briggs
2
1
5 there will be six minute quar
0
0
0 ters, and ten minute halves.
cowhide gently nestled through was a see-saw back and forth af again bring the hall off the Klingman
1
0
2
the cords, and Earlham led once fair.
boards and shoot it back to a Gividen
Referees will be the honorable
Mott
1
o
2
more 40-39.
It wasn't until the final five waiting guard.
Souders
;
0
0
0 Don Miller, Red Swearingen, and
Gividen snapped a sweetheart minutes that the game turned
Gividen and Briggs have prov Barger
0
0
0 Walter Kruschwitz. In a way
Totals
28
4
60 these boys are to be pitied, don't
of a pass into Kenny Mott, the definitely to the Sophs. Clark en to be the best pair of back
hearts of many stood still as and Hunt with eight, sparkled guards Taylor has had in many Huntington
fg
ft
tp you think?
he smoothly turned and hooked the two year men's offense while seasons. Their offensive work, Pence
7
2
161
o
0
0
his shot through the hoop.
Rehling played consistent defen passing and scoring, as well as Theel
2
0
4
j
Earlham took their final time sive ball. Harley Martin, high sterling defensive play is mak Raab
Lang
0
0
0
out with 35 seconds left in the scoring Junior forward, connect ing Taylor the team it is.
Warner
,
;
0
0
0;
ball game — it was useless. De- ed with his usual variety of
Rathfon
:
0
0
0
1
l
3
The Huntington Foresters Longenbaugh
honey's tip shot was ruled no screwy shots, and registered ten
_
0
0
0!
good since the noise of the crowd points. Tobin on his longs and tasted for the first time in three Price
Crieger
5
1
n 1
Equipped to serve you
had completely covered the shrill Pumphries' tip-ins were the Jun years the powerful Taylor of
Totals
15
4
34
fense and went down in defeat
whistle which had blown before ior specialties.
faithfully
60-34, two weeks ago in the May
his bucket. After Odle had drib
The standings:
bled to the other end of the floor
Tearn
Won Lost tag gymnasium.
ify*-1
Upland Hardware
Again the first five wasted lit
— Bang!!!! It was four straight. Sophomores
2
0
STM.AS
Juniors
1
1
tle
time
in
running
up
a
safe
half
j
tp
fg
ft
Taylor
Phone 92
1
1
time margin, with Odle and Scott ]
* W!
13 Seniors
3
Odle
- _____ .... 5
0
2
connecting for twenty-seven out
1
1
3 Freshmen
Yaggy

"Iflerry Christmas"

Scott
Mott
Briggs
Gividen
Totals

--

Earlham
Watt
_
Ortmein
Anderson
Craycraft
Dehoney
Rolf
Mills
Wright
Ellington
Totals

_

_

_ _3
__ 1
_
6
2
18

I)
0
0
1
5

fg
3
3
4
0
__3
1
0
3
-0
17

ft
1
0
1
1
3
0
0
0
0
6

6
1
12
5
41
tp
7
6
9
0
9
2
0
6
0
41)
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